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Cartels

Commission fines 3 undertakings a total of € 76 million 
for participating in rubber chemicals cartel

Erja ASKOLA, Directorate-General Competition, unit F-3

In	the	fifth	decision	against	hard	core	cartels	adopted	
in	 2005,	 the	 Commission	 imposed	 fines	 totalling	
EUR	 76	 million	 on	 a	 number	 of	 rubber	 chemi-
cals	 producers,	 including	 Chemtura	 (USA),	 Bayer	
	(Germany)	 and	 General	 Quimica	 (Spain),	 while	
granting	Flexsys	(Belgium)	full	immunity	for	having	
disclosed	the	existence	of	the	cartel	to	the	Commis-
sion.

The	infringement
On 21 December 2005, the Commission adopted 
a decision finding a number of leading worldwide 
producers of certain rubber chemicals, namely 
Flexsys, Chemtura (former Crompton) and Bayer, 
guilty of infringing Article 81 EC by fixing prices 
and exchanging confidential information in the 
EEA and elsewhere at least in the period 19962001. 
General Quimica participated in these arrange
ments at least in 2000. Its parent company Repsol 
Química SA and Repsol YPF SA, owning 100 % of 
the former, were held liable for the conduct of their 
wholly owned subsidiary. The Decision concerns 
antioxidants, antiozonants and primary accelera
tors which are synthetic or organic chemicals that 
improve the production and the characteristics of 
rubber in various applications, mainly in tyres for 
cars and other vehicles. In 2001, which was the 
last full year of the infringement, the EEA market 
value was estimated at about € 200 million.

The cartel scenario was a classic one. As described 
by one of the participants: ‘There	 was	 a	 contact	
among	 competitors	 from	 at	 least	 the	 mid	 1990’s,	
before,	 during	 and	 after	 every	 price	 increase	 for	
rubber	 chemicals	 or	 at	 least	 an	 attempt	 to	 have	
such	 contact.’ During these contacts, the com
petitors reached agreements on price increases at 
least in 1996, 1998, 1999, 2000 and 2001. A par
ticipant recalled one of these price increases “as	
the	 most	 orchestrated	 and	 collusive	 ‘agreement’	 he	
ever	 made”. Coordination of the price increases 
 normally followed a general pattern, involving 
contacts among the competitors during a prepara
tory phase preceding the announcement to cus
tomers, thereafter during the negotiations with 
customers, and lastly after the contracts had been 
made to monitor compliance and success on the 
market. During the contacts preceding the coordi
nated action, the parties sought support for a sug
gested price increase and agreed upon its amount, 
the products and territory covered, as well as the 

leader and the timing of the announcements. 
 During the implementation phase, the focus was 
on the customers’ reactions to the announced price 
increases and exchanges on the positions regard
ing price negotiations with the customers. The fol
lowup contacts included typically the exchange of 
detailed information on contracted volumes and 
prices with specific customers.

In this case, the Commission discovered an abun
dant body of written evidence concerning the 
infringement, including inter	 alia some explicit 
typewritten reports of cartel meetings, hand
 written notes concerning telephone conversations 
and other contacts between the competitors.

Calculation	of	the	fines
In assessing the gravity of the infringement, the 
Commission took account of its nature, its actual 
impact on the market, where this could be meas
ured, and the size of the relevant geographic 
 market. All the undertakings concerned were 
found to have committed a very serious infringe
ment, considering that it consisted primarily of 
secret collusion between cartel members to fix 
prices in the EEA and elsewhere, supported by the 
exchange of confidential information.

Within the category of very serious infringements, 
the scale of likely fines makes it possible to apply 
differential treatment to undertakings in order to 
take account of the effective economic capacity of 
the offenders to cause significant damage to com
petition, as well as to set the fine at a level which 
ensures that it has sufficient deterrent effect. Based 
on the fact that both the geographic scope of the 
cartel and the rubber chemicals business in general 
were essentially worldwide, the global market 
shares in 2001, the last full year of the infringe
ment, were used as reference values in determin
ing the relative weight of the undertakings.

The undertakings were divided into four groups 
according to their relative importance in the global 
rubber chemicals market, Flexsys being the largest 
player, followed by Bayer, Chemtura and General 
Química. Further upward adjustment was made in 
the case of Bayer and General Quimica’s mother 
company Repsol, in order to take account of their 
large size and overall resources. Except for General 
Quimica, the participants committed infringe
ments of long duration, i.e. exceeding five years.
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Whilst the Commission did not find any aggravat
ing circumstances in this case, it considered that 
the passive and minor role of General Química 
in the infringement warranted application of an 
attenuating circumstance. The corresponding fine 
was therefore reduced by 50%.

Application	of	the	2002	Leniency	Notice
Flexsys disclosed the existence of the cartel to 
the Commission and was therefore granted full 
immunity from fines. Chemtura contested, how
ever, Flexsys’ immunity, claiming inter	 alia that 
Flexsys had failed to fulfil the conditions of its 
immunity by coercing other parties and by con
tinuing the infringement after its application for 
immunity. After a close investigation of Chemtu
ra’s allegations, the Commission found that there 
was no decisive material evidence to support these 
allegations.

All the undertakings subject to the Decision 
applied for leniency after the Commission’s suc
cessful inspections to their premises. The Com
mission considered that each of them was able to 
bring significant added value to the evidence and 
rewarded the applicants with appropriate reduc
tions ranging from 10 to 50%.

In this case, the Commission issued a strong warn
ing against leniency applicants who attempt to 
weaken its ability to prove the whole duration of 
the infringement, where, taken together, there is 
a consistent body of indicia and evidence show
ing the existence of the cartel. The Commission 
considers that such an attitude puts the extent and 
continuity of cooperation of leniency applicants 
into serious doubt, which pushes the amount of 
reduction of the fine unavoidably towards the 
lower end of the reduction band.




